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About This Game

Empires Of Creation is the debut title from Bundle Of Sticks studios.

Empires Of Creation is an up-and-coming Sci-Fi themed sandbox game in which the player takes on the role of a fleet
commander, destined to make his name in the galaxy and ultimately conquer it. Forge relationships with surrounding empires
and use your wit to establish a galactic monopoly. Colonize nearby habitable stars to expand your presence in the cosmos. The

universe is your playground in this dynamic economy.

Enjoy fast paced, high intensity fleet battles with enemy ships as you race to the top. Whosoever can prove his superiority in the
field and in the diplomatic sphere shall come out victorious.

-Gameplay-

After procedurally generating a spiral galaxy in Empires of Creation the player will find themselves with nothing but potential
and an AI that has no regard for life programmed to do whatever is required to conquer the galaxy. Initially the player you will
recruit ships from colony worlds that are barely able to scratch the armada of empire fleets, from this point you will proceed to
upgrade them to formidable combat hardened battles fleets and eventually destroyers of worlds. The game turns from being a
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predominantly self centered ordeal, to a risk factoring strategy game as you obtain your first colonizer followed by claiming
your first colony and beginning your own empire. Expansion and hostility will find you involved in galactic warfare with entire

empires but this is essential if the player wants to obtain the ultimate goal of conquering the galaxy.

-Features-

Galaxy

Persistent

Procedurally Generated (Fully customizable)

Interactive

Variable time acceleration

Empires

Capable of taking over the galaxy

Relation dependent decision making

Reactive AI

Player is able to create their own empire

Combat

Player is able to take control of any ship in their fleet

at any-time

Completely Physics based

Slow down effects

Boosting and other abilities
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Title: Empires Of Creation
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Bundle Of Sticks Studios
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Mac OS X 10.9.5 (13F1112)

Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Iris Pro 1536 MB

Storage: 256 MB available space

English
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I'm decent friends with one of the developers, so when he mentioned a game he was working on with his studio, I was excited.
He gave me an alpha build of the game, so I catagorized my impressions. Since it was an alpha, I wasn't expecting much, and
first impressions were not great when the Menu sped up to 10000% because they forgot to disable Admin mode for the alpha
build. However, after around an hour, I could give it a positive review because besides a few glitches, it's a fairly solid game
with satisfying controls. Stretching across the galaxy might take awhile, but you feel like you're actually doing something either
way, and the space combat is satisfying, feeling almost like a multiplayer version of Asteroid! While there are a few problems,
like how the lazer based ships feel like pointing a lazer pointer at the enemy, it's a competent game, and is only going to get
better as it is only in Alpha. I would pick it up, but don't play too much of it until the Beta, because then it will really start to
shine!. First I would like to say this is the best FPS \/ Rollerblading Sim game I have played. I would really like to see more
dragons in the ginger bread house mission as currently the few I have encountered put my skills to the test as far as this RPG
goes. The only bad part about this game is the screen saver like feel I get (rarely!). The other players I've engaged the have
shunned me however, no responses as of yet, but as in my social life I will patiently wait for acceptance. Mind you this is the
beta and I'm sure more improvements are coming (more dragons, a more expansive hair style selection, and bigger ammunition
magazine for potatoe guns), can't wait to see this game at the next MLG event.. There's basically no game to play here. Right
click in space, a ship icon representing the fleet flies there, nothing to interact with. If you stumble upon a non-orange ship icon,
the game loads into a fight like on the video, but you don't have any way to interact with anything.

I wouldn't even call it a screen saver.. The game in its very early access state is in essence a space dog fighting game, with a
dynamic combat mechanism already in place. So if all you want to do is fly about on a starry background fighting pirates, using
a range of ships then this is a solid game for you. Although I imagine Empires of creation has the capabilities of becoming a
well-rounded game in the future, however some changes are required. These could include game objectives, a helper guide for
new players and the fixing of some bugs (bugs include game saving\/ may be just my pc). Most importantly it would be good if
there was a way to win\/complete the game (if there is then I have no knowledge of it). I would definitely recommend this game,
or at the very least keep an eye on upcoming updates. There's basically no game to play here. Right click in space, a ship icon
representing the fleet flies there, nothing to interact with. If you stumble upon a non-orange ship icon, the game loads into a
fight like on the video, but you don't have any way to interact with anything.

I wouldn't even call it a screen saver.. First I would like to say this is the best FPS / Rollerblading Sim game I have played. I
would really like to see more dragons in the ginger bread house mission as currently the few I have encountered put my skills to
the test as far as this RPG goes. The only bad part about this game is the screen saver like feel I get (rarely!). The other players
I've engaged the have shunned me however, no responses as of yet, but as in my social life I will patiently wait for acceptance.
Mind you this is the beta and I'm sure more improvements are coming (more dragons, a more expansive hair style selection, and
bigger ammunition magazine for potatoe guns), can't wait to see this game at the next MLG event.. The game in its very early
access state is in essence a space dog fighting game, with a dynamic combat mechanism already in place. So if all you want to
do is fly about on a starry background fighting pirates, using a range of ships then this is a solid game for you. Although I
imagine Empires of creation has the capabilities of becoming a well-rounded game in the future, however some changes are
required. These could include game objectives, a helper guide for new players and the fixing of some bugs (bugs include game
saving\/ may be just my pc). Most importantly it would be good if there was a way to win\/complete the game (if there is then I
have no knowledge of it). I would definitely recommend this game, or at the very least keep an eye on upcoming updates. Great
gameplay and mechanics, enjoyable right from the start, poorly optimized for low end systems though. Arena mode is excellent
and addictive.. First I would like to say this is the best FPS \/ Rollerblading Sim game I have played. I would really like to see
more dragons in the ginger bread house mission as currently the few I have encountered put my skills to the test as far as this
RPG goes. The only bad part about this game is the screen saver like feel I get (rarely!). The other players I've engaged the have
shunned me however, no responses as of yet, but as in my social life I will patiently wait for acceptance. Mind you this is the
beta and I'm sure more improvements are coming (more dragons, a more expansive hair style selection, and bigger ammunition
magazine for potatoe guns), can't wait to see this game at the next MLG event.. I am surprised by this game that has
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I received this game, being told that it was currently in the Alpha stage and there would still be bugs that needed to be found and
worked out before the final release. When I started playing, I wasn't sure what to expect or if it would be entirely playable,
especially the way the other reviews sounded. However, I found that the game had a rather interesting layout and playstyle that
was fun to learn and play. Sure, there are still some bugs and it has a ways to go, but every Alpha game does, and I see a bright
future for this one. For those who have been playing and finding bugs, I highly recommend letting the creators know, as I've
gotten some really good feedback on the bugs I've reported that were not previously known by them. Instead of bashing the
game for being new, why not report them and help the developers make the game even better for those who are yet to play?

Overall, I really enjoy this game so far and will recommend it to my other friends on here. I also think it would be really helpful
if those who reviewed the game early on would go back to ensure that their reviews are still up to date with what the game is
like, especially since this game is undergoing a lot of bug fixes still.. First I would like to say this is the best FPS \/ Rollerblading
Sim game I have played. I would really like to see more dragons in the ginger bread house mission as currently the few I have
encountered put my skills to the test as far as this RPG goes. The only bad part about this game is the screen saver like feel I get
(rarely!). The other players I've engaged the have shunned me however, no responses as of yet, but as in my social life I will
patiently wait for acceptance. Mind you this is the beta and I'm sure more improvements are coming (more dragons, a more
expansive hair style selection, and bigger ammunition magazine for potatoe guns), can't wait to see this game at the next MLG
event.. Great gameplay and mechanics, enjoyable right from the start, poorly optimized for low end systems though. Arena
mode is excellent and addictive.. it may take a while to move but it is a good game with lots to do and you have to take in mind
that it is only a beta. The game in its very early access state is in essence a space dog fighting game, with a dynamic combat
mechanism already in place. So if all you want to do is fly about on a starry background fighting pirates, using a range of ships
then this is a solid game for you. Although I imagine Empires of creation has the capabilities of becoming a well-rounded game
in the future, however some changes are required. These could include game objectives, a helper guide for new players and the
fixing of some bugs (bugs include game saving\/ may be just my pc). Most importantly it would be good if there was a way to
win\/complete the game (if there is then I have no knowledge of it). I would definitely recommend this game, or at the very least
keep an eye on upcoming updates. The game in its very early access state is in essence a space dog fighting game, with a
dynamic combat mechanism already in place. So if all you want to do is fly about on a starry background fighting pirates, using
a range of ships then this is a solid game for you. Although I imagine Empires of creation has the capabilities of becoming a
well-rounded game in the future, however some changes are required. These could include game objectives, a helper guide for
new players and the fixing of some bugs (bugs include game saving/ may be just my pc). Most importantly it would be good if
there was a way to win/complete the game (if there is then I have no knowledge of it). I would definitely recommend this game,
or at the very least keep an eye on upcoming updates. I don't know how to play it...
I think i need something to guide me,because the guide in the game is hard to understand, i think...
Oh!can you add chinese?. This is is Great, I've been looking for something different and I've found it in Empires Of Creation. it
take some time getting used to, but it's so much fun when you figure it out.. Splendid game.
With some strategy element.. There's basically no game to play here. Right click in space, a ship icon representing the fleet flies
there, nothing to interact with. If you stumble upon a non-orange ship icon, the game loads into a fight like on the video, but you
don't have any way to interact with anything.

I wouldn't even call it a screen saver.
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